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Abstract. This paper deals wilh a solution approach suitable for composite PDEs with interlace
conditions. We present a. general framework based on interlace relaxation which provides a uniform
platform Cor building problem solving environments through efficient software integration and for
implementing various relaxation schemes. Mathematically, this framework contains many existing domain decomposition methods and also allows the extension to a variety of new relaxers. In particular,
we describe a class of relaxers which arc suitable for very general and complicated interface conditions. Interface relaxation is more general than the traditional domain decomposition methods in thai
it allows unrelated PDE problems on different subdomains. Convergence analysis, ermr estimates and
preconditioning strategies are presented which show tlLat these relaxers are competitive with existing
domain decomposition methods for model problems involving a single PDE. We present experimental
results which demonslrate the wide applicability of this approach. Differences hetween this approach
and other domain decomposition methods arc also discussed.
Key words. composite PDEs, interface relaxation, problem solving environment, software integration, convergence, approximation, preconditioning, domain decomposition.
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1. Introduction. Many partial differential equation (PDE) problems can be represented in the composite context where there are individual PDEs defined on subdomains locally, with interface conditions defined on the subdomain interfaces and
boundary conditions imposed on the boundary of the global domain. We call these
composite PDEs. For example, in the Schwarz splitting methods [5, 9, 15], one splits
a global POE problem
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where fij is the interface between two adjacent subdomains lli and llj, and 8v;u; is
the flux in the outer normal direction. Another example is the model for a Josephson
junction window of different superconducting films [3, 8}. Let llin be it region of a
Josephson junction window which is imbedded in a global domain ll, where llOLlt =
n\lls is the idle region without superconductivity. The phase difference u(x, y) of
the order parameter in the superconducting films satisfies the nonlinear sine-Gordon
equation inside llin and is harmonic outside:

(1.3)
in llout.
The local solutions are subject to the interface and boundary constraints:
on allin,

(1.4)
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where Lin '# Lout in general, and ll;n may consist of more than one disjoint subdomains if several junction windows are used. Note that in Schwarz splitting (1.2), a
single global PDE operator is used in all the subdomains while in the second example (1.3) the PDE operators are different. Other composite PDE examples are the
mixed Navier-Stokes and Euler problem in aerodynamics and the gas-liquid interface
problem.
Given a composite PDE, it is in general not easy to identify a single underlying
global problem with a relationship like that between (1.1) and (1.2). So the global
PDE-based domain decomposition methods such as the overlapping Schwarz or the
substructure type methods are not applicable to general composite PDE problems.
For simple interface conditions such as in (1.2), there exist various Schwarz splitting
type methods which alternatively solve Dirichlet and Neumann problems on adjacent
subdomains in one way or another. P. L. Lions [9] proposed a more uniform approach
by using a Robin transmission condition with a convex combination of Dirichlet and
Neumann data for all subdomain solvers. This idea was recently extended by J.
Douglas [5] to allow for a varying parameter in Robin condition durlng the iteration,
and the convergence rate is shown to be accelerated using an ADI approach for a
model problem.
However, the interface conditions for composite PDEs may appear in more complicated forms, or even involve higher order derivatives, integrals, infinite series, and
so on. One such example from grating theory [2] is the interface condition of the form:

(1.5)
where Tk' Tj are operators defined on each interface of two adjacent composite optical
materials in terms of the Fourier transform
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(1.6)

(Tv)(y) =

L

i{Jln1v1n)exp(iany),

nEZ

where vCn) ace the Fourier coefficients of the one-dimensional function v defined on
the interface, f3(n) and an are certain constants. Thus, more general techniques are
needed to handle complicated interface conditions from composite PDEs.
In this paper, we first present in Section 2 a general framework for solving composite PDEs based on interface relaxation. This framework not only contains many
existing domain decomposition methods, but also allows the extension to a variety of
new relaxers. It thus provides a uniform platform for building problem solving environments (PSEs) through software integration and for implementing various domain
decomposition methods. In Section 3, we describe a new class of relaxers which are
simple, yet suitable for very general and complicated interface conditions. Section 4
presents the convergence analysis of the interface relaxation for a simple model problem. In Section 5 the analysis is extended to some classes of non-rectangular domains
and to non-uniform grid methods for solving the sub domain PDEs. Experimental
results are reported in Section 6 which demonstrate the wide applicability of the interface relaxation approach. Section 7 presents a discussion of the current state of
approximation error analysis for both Schwarz and interface relaxation methods. The
error analysis for composite PDEs is made more difficult because of the lack of a convergence theory for the global PDE problemj there are many difficult open problems
here. In Section 8 we propose a new multilevel preconditioning method suitable for
interface relaxation so that the interface relaxation approach not only has wide applicability for general composite PDEs, but also is competitive with the Schwarz splitting
type domain decomposition methods for model problems where both approaches are
applicable.
2. Interface relaxation. We start with a general mathematical description of
composite PDEs. Denote the local PDEs by

(2.1)

L;u;::: fi

in f2i

for i = 1,2, ... ,k,

and assume that the interface conditions are specified in a general implicit form

(2.2)
where n Ni denotes a generic differential operator of order Ni, and gij can be a function
mapping on the interface or even a functional. For example, for the smooth solution
continuity conditions in (1.2) we can define

(2.3)

gij == ..\
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where ..\ and J.L are like Lagrange multipliers. One may also consider a jump condition,
say for the flux across the interface, by including the jump data J in (2.3):
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We now present a general framework for constructing an iterative procedure to
solve a. composite PDE based on interface relaxation. Let I( i) be the indices of those
suhdomains that are neighbors of subdomain n;. Define the boundary value problem
Pi that is solved on fli at the mth relaxation step as
in fli,
B~u'!'

(2.4)
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ui satisfies the global boundary conditions on an,
where BIj is a boundary condition operator such that Pi is well-posed. Usually, BiJ
defines a simple, standard boundary condition of the Dirichlet, Neumann, or Robin
type, although gij in (2.2) may be more complicated.
We note that the interface relaxation iteration (2.4) is defined on subdomains independently. Details of the iteration are separated from the subdomain PDE solvers
and specified by an interface handler, called a relaxer. It provides for the interface r;j
to sub domain ili the right hand side data bij of the boundary condition according to
certain relaxation procedures as well as the parameters in the definition of BiJ. Differ·
ent choices of the boundary condition operator BiJ and the relaxation scheme lead to
some known domain decomposition methods. For example, choosing Bij as a Dirichlet
operator and Bji as a Neumann operator for each piece of rij leads to the well-known

a ",-I

Dirichlet-Neumann method, where bi] = uj-llrij and bit = ~Irij are the corresponding relaxation formula used by the relaxer. Similarly, Lions' method comes from
taking both Eij and Bji as Robin operators and the relaxer is correspondingly defined
with the same Robin condition. In these examples, the boundary operations Bij are
called stalionaryfor they remain unchanged during the iteration. They can be allowed
to vary, as in Douglas' method, where the relaxer passes parameters depending on m
to be used by the subdomain solvers in the Robin conditions.
This definition provides interface relaxation with a uniform and convenient framework for software integration. The paradigm is compatible with current computer
technologies such as object-orientation, software reuse, agent-based systems [6], distributed computing, etc. Each local solver (agent) on ili receives from the relaxer
(mediator) the boundary data bi] as well as the boundary operator parameters for
BiJ as input. The agent independently solves a local PDE problem
which is
usually simple and standard, and tItus can be done by invoking an existing software
part from a PDE solver library or over the network using a PDE solving server. It
then feeds back to the relaxer the boundary information of the newly computed local
The relaxer then uses the information received from the neighboring
solution
subdomains for each piece of interface rij to compute the new boundary data bij+!
and bji+t for ili and ilj, respectively, for the next iteration. This process iterates until
convergence. There is a dear separation between the local solvers and the relaxers
so that they do not know the details of each other at all. This approach has been

pr

ur.

,

implemented as an agent-based software system SciAgents IG] which allows users to
solve two-dimensional composite PDEs with collaborating PDE solvers on distributed
networks and test various relaxers easily and flexibly.
Computationally, the central task is to select a proper relaxation formula for
a given interface condition. A variety of relaxers (see Section 3) have been used
experimentally (see Section 6) and some of them work rather well for fairly complicated
physical systems. Mathematically, the challenge is to show the convergence of both
the interface relaxation and the approximation to the PDE solution. Acceleration
techniques for the relaxation are needed to improve the computational efficiency as in
all iteration methods.

3. A new class of relaxers. In this section, we discuss methodologies for devising relaxers suitable for a general interface condition as defined in (2.2). Let us
start with proposing a simple relaxer as follows. First, we choose both Bij and B ji as
Dirich let operator. We denote
m D m
DN; Ujm.,Uj'
m D m
DNj Ujm)
g'J..( ui,
Uj , ... ,
Uj , ... ,

by gij and view it as a residual on the interface rij at the mth relaxation step.
Following Southwell's relaxation idea we define the new Dirichlet data on rij as
b~+1 ::: b~+1 ::: b~

(3.1 )

'J

Jl

-'J
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where wg is a relaxation parameter like that used in the pointwise SOR. This simple
procedure defines an iteration which is different from existing domain decomposition
methods, but applicable to the general interface condition form (2.2). First, we note
that this is not the conventional block SOR version in the substructure approach
because there is no PDE discretization on the interfaces as in the global PDE case.
Secondly, unlike in other methods where the Neumann data are passed across interfaces
by solving a Neumann or Robin problem, we only solve Dirichlet problems on all
subdomains and the Neumann data are involved in the evaluation of the residual for
relaxation. This makes it feasible for general and complicated interface conditions
where other methods cannot apply. All it requires is the function evaluation of gij.
Although in the model problem case the iteration is slower than other methods due
to the treatment of the Neumann data, we will show that preconditioners can be
constructed to make it competitive with others.
To be more specific and to construct a model problem for the analysis for this
relaxer, let us further simplify the geometry n as in Fig. 3.1 and denote ri,;+l simply
by rio We shall first prove the convergence for a special case where n is a rectangle
and then describe how the analysis can be extended to an even more general composite
domain with interior cross points as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the global solution vanishes on an, and
the interior interface condition is smooth solution condition (2.3). In the simplified
notation, the solutions on both sides of any interface 1\ have the same boundary values
on ri at each iteration. The interface condition (2.3) is then reduced to

(3.2)
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FIG, 3.1. A "one dimensional" composite domain
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FIG. 3.2. A gencrol "two dimensional" composite domain with interior cross points (marked by
"circles").
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In principle, one can apply any numerical method, such as finite differences, finite
elements, collocation , or spectral method in each local PDE solver. The corresponding
discrete systems can be generally written as

AiUim = Ii + Pn;,r;_l X~l
(3.3)

{

+ PO"r;

Xf'

for i = 1,2, . .. ,k

X{F=XJ:'=O

where the matrices Ai, Pni,r;_1 and PO;,r; correspond to the discretization of the
POE operator Li in the interior and next to the boundary pieces r;_l and rj of the
subdornain llj; Uf' denotes the discrete solution of ufl" and Urlri = U,!f.llri = Xf'.
Correspondlngly, the relaxation formula (3.1) becomes:

x~+1 = X!1l' + W 9 (au
axr If,__ aui+l
ax Ir,.).

(3.4)
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denote the neighboring
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discrete version of (3.4) then reads as
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Xi+l = WiX["

(3.5)
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h+
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h
were
OJ = h:-+hf' OJ = h:-~hf an Wi =
+ wg ( h:-1 + hT1 ) .
To obtain' an' iterative ~e1~tion on the interfac~s, w~ combine solving (3.3) for
m
{Ui }7=1 with (3.5), which leads to a matrix representation of {X["+l} in terms of
{Xi}. The convergence analysis of the relaxation process is thus reduced to the
spectral analysis of the corresponding iteration matrix. More specifically, denote by
.Fr;_I,n; and .Fr"fl, the matrices corresponding to the linear operators that restrict the
solution in 0i to the grid lines next to fi-l and fi' respectively. Then, from (3.5) and
(3.3) we have

X,!"+!

=

wiXi

+ (l-Wi)(oi Pr;,n;Ur + of Pr;,Oi+1 Uli-l)

Introduce the vector X = (X1 ,X2 , •.• ,Xk_l) of interface values and (3.6) can be
written in the matrix form

(3.7)
where G is a constant vector corresponding to {Ii} and M = [B;, D i , Gi] is a (k - 1)
(k - 1) block tridiagonal matrix with
7

X

for i:::: 1,2, ... ,k-1,
(3.8)
B;

(1 - w;)ai Pri,OiAil PO;,I';_l

for i:::: 2, ... , k - 1,

Therefore, the convergence of the iteration with the interface relaxation is equivalent
to

p(M) < 1

(3.9)

where p(.) denotes the spectral radius.
We remark on other possible extensions of the relaxer construction. For example,
instead of explicitly updating the boundary data bjj as in (3.1), one can implicitly
determine bij+l by fixing other arguments in 9ij and solving the equation:

(3.10)
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in order to relax the interface condition. In many situations when the interface condition is nonlinear, (3.10) cannot be solved exactly, and techniques like least-squares
and Newton iteration may be applied to generate an approximation to bij+l. Similarly, one can also relax for the Neumann data by fixing the Dirichlet data and/or
other terms involved in the interface condition. Finally, we comment on that the same
idea can be applied to the case when gij is a functional and one can relax for certain
data by a minimization procedure keeping other data fixed. This is similar to the
lea.<it-squares and Newton relaxers above. Therefore, we can, in principle, handle any
type of interface conditions within the interface relaxation framework.
4. Convergence analysis for a rectangular domain. We now present the
model problem convergence analysis for the relaxation (3.1). In this section we consider
the special case where n is a rectangle. In this case, the full spectrum of the matrix
M can be obtained by the Fourier analysis so that the convergence mechanism is
dearly understood. In addition, the optimal relaxation parameter analysis can also be
performed directly. In the next section we prove the convergence for non-rectangular
cases by a different argument.
We start with some model problem assumptions. Let the POE operators Li be
Laplacian (-6) in all sub domains, and assume that n is simply a rectangle, i.e., all
subdomains in Fig. 3.1 have the same size. Each subdomain is discretized by a uniform
tensor product grid with m vertical and n horizontal interior grid lines and a spacing h.
The POE operator is discretized lJy the 5-point-stul' finite differences, or equivalently
the Courant finite elements, and the unknowns/equations are ordered using the natural
indexing. The assumptions and analysis can be generalized to a separable and selfadjoint elliptic operator and a nonuniform grid. However, the analysis looks much
more complica.ted even using essentially the same techniques, see [12].
8

Under the model problem assumptions, we have Ai == p-A, for i:::: 1,2, ... ,k,
where A = [-I,T,-I] is an m X m block tridiagonal matrix with T = [-1,4,-1]
being an n X n tridiagonal matrix; h 2 pl.
r..-1 == Pr-, -,n.
== V T :::: [I,D, ...
and
H"
, I
2
T
h PJ:,r; == Pri,o; == W :::: [D, ... ,OJIV are 1 x m block matrices with I denoting

,oV

t and Wi

the n x n identity matrixj and, finally, o:i == at ::::
i :::: 1, ... , k - 1. Then, relations in (3.8) are reduced to

D
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C

~

Ci

w

+ (';w)(V T A-'V + W T A-'W) JOT

= 1

+ ~ ==

w for

i= 1,2, ... ,k-1

(4.1 )
-

T A-1W
B'{-tt = (l-w)V
2

fOT

i= 1,2, ... ,k-2.

LEMMA 4.1. The matrices D and C can be expressed as functions of the matrix

T as follows:

(4.2)

C = e(T),

D = d(T),

where the scalar functions d(t) and c(t) are defined as

(4.3)

d()
t=w+ (1-w) ( t- em(t)) ,
2

sm_,(t)

e(t) =

(1- w)
2s m _ l (t)'

and sm(t) and ern(t) are Chebyshev polynomials defined by

(4.4)

l7 m +1 _Il-(m+l)
71-71 i

rr + .,,-m
=

Observe that the matrix S
T - V T A -1 V - W T A -1 W is the twosubdomain Schur complement on the interface. From [1] we have

Proof.

(4.5)

v T A- 1W

Lemma 4.1 then immediately follows. 0
LEMMA 4.2. The eigenvalues of the matrix M can be expressed as

(4.6)

),,;j=w+(1;w)1ij"!ori=1,2, ... ,k-1, j=1,2, ... ,n

with
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qij

(4.7)

where

. 2

I; ~ 2+4,m

(4.8)

J1r

for j = 1,2, ... ,n

(
)
2n+l

are eigenvalues of the matrix T.
Proof Let p(..\) be the eigenpolynomial of M and T = QT AQ be the eigendecomposition ofT. Then from (4.2) we have

ptA)

det(M - AI)

detlCT,D - >.I,C]
(4.9)

~

detlc(T),d(T) - >.I, c(T))
(det( Q))2(k-1) detlc(A), d(A) - >.I, c(A)]

(det( Q))2(k-1) ITi=1 detlc(I;), d(I;) - A, c(I;)].
Thus, the eigenvalues of M are also the eigenvalues of the (I.: - 1) x (k - 1) tridiagonal
matrices {e(tj), d(tj), e(tj)] for j = 1,2, ... , n, which, in turn, can be expressed as

(4.10)

m

A;;~d(I;)-2c(I;)cosk

fori= 1,2, ... ,k-l,

j= 1,2, ... ,n.

This, combined with (4.3), establishes Lemma 4.2. 0
LEMMA 4.3. For any 1 S i ~ k - 1, 1 ~ j ::; nand m

(4.11)

0< q;; < 2.

Proof. Observe that tj = 1}j

(4.12)

> 1, we have

q .. -

2('tl~m
'/1
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I3ecause tj > 2, we have 'l7j
suffices to show that

+ '17;1, so q;;
_ 1}2]

can be rewritten as

+ nf cos ir.k
./]

_

cos it!")
k

1Jj(1/]m-l)

>

1 for j = 1,2, ... , n. Therefore, to prove qij > 0, it
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for.,,> 1

(4.13)

where 0 < y < 1[". This follows by directly applying the standard calculus computation
to verify that the left hand side, as a function of 11, and its first three derivatives are
increasing functions. Then a check of the boundary values at 1J = 1 establishes (4.13).
Similarly, to prove qij < 2, one shows that

'12m

(4.14)

_1]2

+ 172 cosy -

cosy < 11('TJ 2m

-

1)

or, equivalently,

(4.15)
Inequality (4.15) then follows by the same argument M used for (4.13). Tills completes
the proof of Lemma 4.3. 0
We are now at the position to prove the theorem on the convergence of the relaxation and to determine the optimal iteration parameter for the class of relaxers. Let
W;Pt, W;pt be the optimal positive and negative iteration parameters, respectively, and
let ptpt. P;;pl be the corresponding values of p(M).
THEOREM 4.4.

Let qmax

w+
(4.16)(1) p(M) =

w

= maxij qij,

and

qmin

= min;j qij.

(1-..,)
2
qmin

for

+ (l;wlq~

max {Iw

Then we have

w;:::

1,

for 0:::; w :::; 1,

I IW + l!..::0.
+ l!..::0.
2 qmax,
2
qrnin I}

(2)

+ -W opt

O·,

min..,<o p(M)
(4.17)
9rn~!+9miu

_
..j

(qrnu+qrnin)·

(3)
11

for

w:::;

o.

(4.18)

where the constant factor

Ca,k

depends on the number, k, of subdomains and the aspect

ratio, O! == ~, of each subdomain. The exact expression of Ca,k is given by (/..23) in
the following proof of the theorem.
Proof From Lemma 4.2 we have

p(M)~ma,xlw+

(4.19)

(1- w)
2

'J

If 0 ::; w ::; 1, recall that

qij

%1·

> 0, we get
p(M) ~ maxi;(W + (l;w)qi;)

If w

~

1, we can rewrite (4.19) as
g'.
w
p(M)~"1f'1 ~+"2(2-q,;)I.

Recall that. 0 <

gij

< 2 so we have
p(M) ~. max,;
max.'
I)

w+

('¥- + ';'(2 -

'Ii;))

(w + (1-",)'1")
2

(1-",)
2

I)

.

mIn··q··
IJ 'J

If w ::; 0, we can view w + (l;w)Qjj as points on a linear function of q: y = w +
So, the maximum is reached at one of the end points. That is,

p(M)~max{lw+

(1-w)

2

m.'CX 'I,; I,
Q

In fact, the formulas for w 2': 0 can also be viewed
one. The proof of (1\.16) is complete.
From (4.16), it is easy to see that

Iw+
a.<:i

(1-w)

2

(l;W)q.

.

ITnnq,;I).
Y

two special cases of this general

minw~l

p(M)

(4.20)
I',

and

'='.
2 '

which gives the first part of (4.17). Assume W ~ 0 1 then to minimize max{lw +
(I;w)qmaxl; [w+ (l;w)qrninl} we know that W;t has to satisfy the following equation:

_

IWopt +

(1 - W';-pt)
2

qmaxl =

_

IWopt +

(1 - W';-pt)
2

qminl·

Solving this equation gives the second part of (4.17).
From (4.17) we have

(4.22)

4(qmu

2_

Recall that qmax

9minl 9~u Qmu7min+4qmln
217mu qmin)

q~H+QmuQmin-"'Qmin
2(qm .. ~

9mio)

< 2, so (4.22) then implies that

pt ! > 2 _
p

P;;pt

2qmax + 2qrnin - 4qrnin = 1,
2( qmax - qrnin)

which, plus the fact that P;;pt < 1, proves the first relation of (4.18). Observe that
qma.x corresponds to 71rnin, which, in turn I corresponds to tmin. Since tmin = 2 + O(h 2 ),
we have 71min = 1 + 61n + O(h 2) and 7]~n = enl0971min = eO(1 + O(h)), where 6 is a
constant. We rewrite the expression (4.12) for qmax as

"

qmax = 2 ( 1 +

(CO'I-I)(~~in-I))
2,!,

7]mm

Using the Taylor's expansion for it, we get
13
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"

171min'

(cosf -1)(25h+ O(h 2 )))
2
q~ = 2 ( 1+ (e'" _ 1)(1 + O(h))
(1- 5h + O(h )),
which yields the second relation of (4.18) with

(4.23)
Finally, denoting

C""k::::

,

E

(

2(COSf-l)
)
e6"'_1 -16.

= 2 - qmax and using (4.22), we have

1+ £2 + 2

(Qroin

(e+qminl

(4.24)

Since qmin :::: O(h), it is easy to obtain the third relation of (4.18) from (4.24). The
proof of Theorem 4.4 is thus complete. 0
Theorem 4.4 states that the relaxation process diverges for aU w ~ 1, and converges
for 0 ~ w < 1 with the optimal positive parameter at w = 0, which corresponds to the
relaxation formula (3.1) with w g = -h/2. In other words, any nonnegative parameter
w does not accelerate the convergence at all. However, using a negative parameter w
may accelerate the convergence if the optimal relaxation parameter is chosen properly.
In addition, the optimal convergence rates depend on h and approach 1 linearly as
the spacing h approaches 0, and the coefficient factors depend on the number k of
subdomains from the term cos I' and on the aspect ratio a of each subdomain from
the term (coO' _I)-I. These results agree with the convergence behavior for many
domain decomposition methods. We will discuss the preconditioning strategies in
Section 8 to accelerate the convergence rate of the relaxation to an h-independent
rate.

5. Convergence analysis for nonrectangular domains. This section extends the convergence analysis to nomectangular domains as in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
For the sake of simple notation, we first consider the case of Fig. 3.1 and then show
that the convergence theorem also holds for the case of Fig. 3.2.
We first notice that the linear operator relations (3.7) and (3.8) are true for the
case of Fig. 3.1 with proper matrix representations for Pr;,oj' P l1"ri' and Ai, as we
display laLer on. To prove (3.9) for convergence, it suffices to show, using the Rayleigh
principle, that

(5.1)

XTMX < XTX

for all

Xi o.

One key idea in our argumenL is to change the natural interface-based analysis as
involved in (5.1) to the sllbdomain-based analysis, which then allows us to further
extend the convergence analysis La general composite geometric domains no matter
l'

how interfaces are related to subdomains. For simplicity of notation, from now on we
assume tha w = 0 and a uniform spacing h is used so that at == ai == ~_
LEMMA 5.1. With the convention that X o == Xk == 0, for the expression oj the left
hand side of inequality (5.1) we have

(5.2)
with

(5.3)

V;

Xj_ 1
= [Xl."XTJM; [ X;

]

,

where

Mj = [ PC_l,o,Ai
(5.4)

1

PO;,f';_l

1
Pr"niAi PO"fi_1

Pri_bOiAil PO"f,

Pri,o;Ai

].

1

POi,ri

Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.1 is done by simply using (3.8) and regrouping terms
in the summation for the expression of X T M X. This completes the proof. 0
Let mi(ni) be the number of interior vertical (horizontal) grid lines in ni, and let
lj be the number of interior grid points on rj. We have

(5.5)

for j = i - 1 and i,

Ii :::; ni

because the interfaces fi_1 and ri are parts of the vertical boundary pieces of no.
Then for the 5-point star stencil, the four" P" operators in Mi have block matrix representations when ordered according to vertical grid lines and with "0" corresponding
to a group of mi - 1 lines,

-

Pri_l,n.

;:::

Pri,o;

(5.6)
where the ni x li matrix Hi,i has the form

with Ij being the Ii

for j = i - 1, i

H .,J
. . = [ [_
0 ]

(5.7)

,

X

li iden.tity lU.atrix.

L8MMA 5.2. For each subdomain

nj ,

we have
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p(M;) < 1,

(5.8)

i= 1,2,. __ ,k.

Prool. Let {Ail}a,p denote the block at the position (a, {3) in the corresponding
block partion of Ail, we have

M;

(5.9)

f{l;_,

[

o

0

T

{Ai' h,l {Ai'h,m.
[ {Ai' }m;,1 {AiI}mi,m,

]

f{ ..

','

J?rom Theorem 2.1 in [1], we can express

M_

(5.10)

,-

M;

]

f{;,;_, 0
[ Of{·

]

','

as

[/;(T;) 9;(T;)]
9;(T;) /;(T;) ,

where T; = [-1,4,-1]..x." /;(t) = Sm._l(t)/Sm.(t) and 9;(t) = l/s m.(t). Therefore,
the eigenvalues of Mi are given by

8mi t{t J )±l
Sm,(tj)

t; E a(T;).

Similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.3, one can easily verify that

(5.11)
With the notations used in (5.7) and (5.9), we observe that Mi is simply the matrix
expanded from a principal suhmatrix of Mi. So, we have

o ~ a(M;) < 1.

(5.12)

This is another key idea that enables the extension of the convergence analysis to cases
where an interface can be a portion of a vertical or horizontal boundary piece for a
subdornain. The proof of the lemma is thus complete. 0
THEOR.EM 5.3. The relaxation process converges in the case of Fig. 3.1. An upper

bound on the convergence rate is

(5.13)

p =

max
I $i $k-l

[P(Mj ) + P(M;+tl] .
2
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Proof. From (5.3) and (5.12) we have

(5.14)
Substituting (5.14) into (5.2) for each
in terms of interfaces, we obtain

os

XTMX

and regrouping the terms in the summation

Vi

<
,,~-1
- L..)=1

(p(Mj)+P(Mj±l»)
2

xTx.
3
)

(5.15)

Using inequality (5.8), we have

(5.16)

P

< 1.

This completes the proof. 0
We can extend Theorem 5.3 to the important more general case of Fig. 3.2 by
taking a closer look at the previous argument. If a subdomain .oj has both vertical and
horizontal interfaces as boundary pieces, we can obtain a partition of M; similar to
(5.4) if we introduce for each direction x or y a matrix Mf or Mr. Correspondingly, the
binary form Vj in (5.3) becomes a sum of two parts, one for each direction. Similarly,
we use for each interface rij the notation

,

if

,

if fij is a horizontal interface.

p(Mtl+p(Mj)

(5.17)

P'; = {

p(Mf)+p(Mr>

rij

is a vertical interface

THEOREM 5.4. The relaxation process also converges in the case of Fig. 3.2. The
convergence rate is bounded above by

(5.18)

P

maXPij

<

1.

rij

Proof. We notice that Fig. 3.2 extends Fig. 3.1 in three ways. First, both
vertical and horizontal interfaces may be present. Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 are then
naturally extensible by using the previous observation with (5.17) and the eigenvalue
analysis for Mf and MY, respectively. Second, there may be an interface, say f 1 ,4,
that is a middle portion of a boundary piece of a subdomain. In this case, the Hmatrix defined in (5.7) may take the form [O,Ij, of· However, it is easy to see that
this does not affect the argument in Lemma 5.2 to obtain (5.12). Finally, for the
interior "cross points" as marked by "circles" in Fig. 3.2, we note that they are, in
fact, not involved in the computation because the 5-point-start stencil does not use
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these boundary corner points for the subdomains around them. This completes the
proof of Theorem 5.4. 0
For the record, we formally state the result that can be established using the same
line of argument as above.
COROLLARY

ing and for w

5.5. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 remain true for non-uniform mesh spac-

f:. o.

We further comment on other possible extensions of the convergence analysis. We
note that the quantity Vi can be viewed as a discrete approximation of a boundary
integral for the subdomain nj:

(5.19)
where the interface value function Uj(s) == 0 on an n anj, i.e., the support of U;(s)
is only on the interior interfaces; pi(X, y) corresponds to a Poisson kernel. There are
many ways one may obtain an analog to relation (5.14), namely

(5.20)

o~

v, ~ p(ll,)[lUd[~n"

using elliptic PDE theory. These usually involve a maximum-value principle for
more general PDE operators, geometric domains, non-tensor-product meshes, and
discretization methods. Then, the remaining argument for the convergence analysis
just follows trivially.
6. Numerical experiments. In this section, we report on numerical experIments to illustrate the convergence behavior of interface relaxation.
The following experiments are conducted using the model problem and assumptions of Section 4. Table 1 shows selected values for the optimal parameter W;t and its
corresponding convergence rate P;;-pti and the convergence rate P;pt corresponding to
pt = o. Seven cases are examined with various numbers, n, m and k, of the interior
horizontal or vertical grid lines, and the subdomains, respectively. They reflect the
changes in spacing, aspect ratio and decomposition. The corresponding values for qmin
and qmll.x as defined in Theorem 4.4 are also listed that determine W';;'t, P;;-pt and P;pt.
We observe that the convergence with W;pl is always faster than that with w:;'t == O.
By checking cases 1 through 3, we see how the convergence is slowed down as the
spacing h decreases. Comparison of cases 1, 4 and 5 shows that the convergence is
very insensitive to the number of subdomains, which is extremely important for massively parallel computation. Finally, by checking cases 2, G, 7 and 8, we see that the
convergence is also affected by the aspect ratio, min, of the subdomain grids. Thus,
such grids (and very thin or fat subdomains) are not recommended.
To investigate the convergence sensitivity to the choice of relaxation parameter, we solve a Poisson equation- with Dirichlet condition on the rectangular domain
n = (1,4) x (0,1). The true solution is chosen as U(x,y) = x 2 + y2 so that no discretization error is present. The domain n is decomposed into three subdomains with
interfaces at x = 2 and x :::: 3. A uniform grid, with n = m = 27, is used for each

w:
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TIIDI.E 1

Selected values far the optimal pnrnmeter W;;pl and the corresponding convergence rate P;;p.; and
the convergence rote P;'. corresponding to
= o. Here n is the number of interior horizontal grid
lines in each subdomain; m is for the interior vertical grid linesj and k is the number of subdomains.
qmin and q",u are the quantities defined in Theorem 4.4 that determine w;;P/ P;;PI and PtPI.

w:'.

0,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

30
50
150
30
30
50
50
50

30
50
150
30
30
30
10
2

11
11
11
21
501

11
11
11

0.3438
0.3434
0.3432
0.3438
0.3438
0.3434
0.3434
0.0135

1.825
1.891
1.962
1.826
1.826
1.913
1.959
1.956

0,

- 1.18 0.809
1.27
1.36
1.19
- 1.19
- 1.29
1.36
0.97

0.877
0.955
0.810
0.810
0.900
0.952
0.957

0'
0.913
0.946
0.981
0.913
0.913
0.957
0.980
0.978

TABLE 2

Ma:r;imum error (emu) after 25 iterations for solving a Poisson equation. The initial error is

9.924.

Various rela:r;aUon parameter values for

W

am tested, including the optimum one,

w;;;,.

=

~1.136.

w
em=

- 1.200 I 1.136
6.237003 I 4.567003

- 1.000
1.275e-2

0.500
2.896

0.000
0.678

sub domain. The theoretical values for w';pt, P;;pt and ptpt are -1.136, 0.766 and 0.89,
respectively. Various relaxation parameter values for ware examined to see the effect
on convergence. Table 2 lists the corresponding values for the maximum error, e mlco
on .n after 25 iterations. The initial error is 9.924. We observe that the convergence
rate is not very sensitive to the accuracy of W;;pt.
For comparison, we solve the same problem on a bigger domain.n = (1,12) x (0, 1)
with 11 unit square subdomains. In this case, W;;pt = -1.139, P;;pl = 0.775 and
ptpt = 0.89. The initial error is 121.9. With W;;pt and W~t, the errors are reduced
after 25 iterations to 0.290 and 8.487, respectively. We see that the convergence rates
remain about the same as the last example as the number of sub domains changes from
3 to 11.
The following experiment provides an example where Lions' method does not
converge, while the simple interface relaxer (3.1) does. Consider a one·d1mensional
indefinite elliptic problem which is extensively used to test numerical methods in the
literature [4]:

_un - eu = fix),
{ u(O) = u(l) = 0,

in(O,l),

where c > O. Taking, fDr instance, C = 2 and f(x) = 1, with a two-sub domain decompDsitiDn, both Lions' method and relaxation scheme (3.1) converge. However, with a
three-sub domain decomposition,' Lions' method diverges and blows up immediately,
while .relaxer (3.1) still converges. We can also impose a jump for tbe flux at each
interface point, and the same phenomena are observed. We show in Fig. G.l and Fig.
G.2 the iteration profiles for the two-subdomain and thrce-subdomain decompositions,
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respectively. It is seen that relaxation (3.1) converges monotonically. In the twosub domain case, although Lions' method converges at a faster rate, but the iterates
oscillate. We believe that this oscillation is why Lions' method diverges for more than
two subdomains or in high~r dimensions for indefinite problems. A similar indefinite
elliptic problem occurs in solving the Josephson junction problem (1.3)-(1.4) and the
same story is repeated.
Considerable experimentation has been made with interface relaxation, much of
it unpublished. Some published experiments include the following. For the onedimensional case, extensive experiments have been made in {14J to study the numerical behavior of various relaxers. In the two dimensional case, many rather difficult
problems have been successfully solved using the agent-based software system [6J with
relaxer (3.1) and other relaxers by using the least-squares or Newton method as described in Section 3. One solved example [10] is shown in Fig. 6.3 for the illustration
of a simple composite PDE problem, where a heat flow system consists of seven parts
with nine interfaces. The radiation conditions allow heat to leave on the left and
bottom while the temperature U is zero on all the other boundaries. The mounting
regions have heat dissipated. The interface conditions are continuity of temperature
U and its derivative. The contour plot of the solution computed after 15 iterations of
relaxation (3.1) is shown in Fig. 6.4. The paper [7] includes five examples of non-linear
composite PDE problems with four subdomains, five interfaces, curved interfaces and
two re-entrant corners.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6.1. Solution of an indefinite elliptic problem wifh a flux jump at cach inter/ace, where a
fwo-subdomain decomposition is Ilsed. The dark region corresponds fo the convergent iterates.

Finally, we use a one· dimensional example to demonstrate the numerical behavior of relaxation (3.1) and the discretization approximat.ion. Consider the two· point
boundary value problem:

_u" + u = f(x),
{ u(O) = u(l) = 0,

in(O, 1),

where f(x) is so chosen that the true solution is u(x) = x 3 (x - 1). Fig. 6.5 shows
the iterates for interface relaxation with (3.1) for a two-subdornain decomposition,
20
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FIG. 6.2. Solution oj an indefinite elliptic problem with a flux jump at each inlerfa~J where a
three·lJubdomain decompolJition ill IJlJed. The dark region corTelJpond" to the convergent iterolelJ.
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FIG. 6.3. A hootftow problem for a comple:c domain olong with the phYJiool and mathematical
dClJcriptions.
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FIG. 6.4. The contour plot of the !o/ution computed after 15 iteration" for the problem in Fig. 6.3.

where the number of grid points per sub domain is 5 and 11 for Fig. 6.5 (a) and
(b), respectively, and the true solution u(x) is marked by *. Fig. 6.6 shows a threesubdomain decomposition, where the number of grid points per subdomain is 11 and
31 for Fig. 6.6 (a) and (b), respectively. We observe that, given a discretization for
each subdomain, the iterates of the relaxation {Uh'} converge to a discrete function
{Uh'}. To improve the approximation accuracy between {Uh'} and u(x), one has to
increase the resolution by refining the grid for each sub domain. This, however, slows
down the relaxation because its convergence rate depends on h. The error estimation
and preconditioning are addressed in the next two sections.
7. Approximation. The Schwarz or relaxation type domain decomposition meth·
ods are usually derived by first defining a sequence of iterates {un for subdomains on
the PDE level, and then solving each local PDE by a standard discretization method to
obtain the corresponding discrete solution denoted by UI~h. The following convergence
was proved in (9] for a weak norm,

(7.1)
On the other hand, one has the error estimate from classic analysis

(7.2)

un

IIU'~h

- urll :> C(un h",

u;.

where the constant C(
depends on the smoothness of
This implies that the
double-limit procedure limn .....co limh.....o Urh converges to Uj.
Computationally, the domain decomp~sition iteration is carried out on a given grid
for each subdomain. Therefore one must in fact study the procedure limh_O lim n_ oo U!lh'
'.
There are convergence results of the type

(7.3)

lim
n.....oo

IlUi"' - Ui.ll
= 0,
,
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•
(b)

(a)

FIG. 6.5. Relaxation Jar a two-subdomain decomposition, where the number oj grid point..t pcr
5ubdomain is 5 and 11 for the left and right figures, reJpectively, (lnd the true solution u(x) is marked
by·.

(b)

(a)

FIG. G.6. Relaxalion for a Ihree_subdomain deromposition, where the number oj grid points pcr
subdomain is 11 and 31 for the left (ind rightfigurcs, respectively.
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for studying the discrete version of the iteration, where Ui~h denotes the limit of the
iteration on each grid such as shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.G. However, these anaJyses do
not obviously lead to

(7.4)

lim lim Ui\
h_O n-'oo'

= n-.oo
lim h_O
lim Ui\

=

Ui,

I

unless some strong and uniform convergence properties can be established. This fact
has not drawn enough attention in the literature. The analyses in Sections 4 and 5
correspond to (7.3). Instead of trying to establish a result of the type (7.4), we directly
compare U~h with Uj to show that

'.

(7.5)

lim lim Urh = lim U;"'h =

h-.O n-OO

h-.O'

I

U;.

We have already proved that the interface iteration (3.7) converges to X" which is the
solution of the interface equation

(I - M)X· = G.

(7.6)

Notice the difference between our method and the Schur complement type methods
which actually solve the interface equation with the Schur complement coefficient
matrix from the global discretization including the interfaces. The Schur complement
method leads to an equation like (7.G) but the matrix is different from 1- M.
Correspondingly, from (3.3) and (3.5) the local solutions on the subdomains converge to {Uj~d satisfying

AiU,~h = fi

(7.7)

{

+ PO; ,1';_1

X;_l

+ PO;,r, Xi

for i = 1,2, ... ,k

o

X = Xi; = 0,

and

(7.8)
where (7.7) corresponds to a discrete Dirichlet problem sharing the same interface data
with neighbors, and (7.8) corresponds to a discrete version of the continuity interface
condition for the Neumann data.
We now present the error analysis for U~h - Uj. For simplicity, consider the model
'.
problem in Section 4 and assume that there are two subdomains with the interface
r. The same analysis can be carried out for general cases. Introduce the 5-point-star
discretization applied on the global domain n. This global discrete problem can be
expressed in terms of sub domains and the interface as:

(7.9)

AiV,·,h = J;
{

+ Po"
- rVr
,h,

fOT i = 1,2,

TVr,li - V1,h!r- - V2,hlr+ = h2 fro
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Consider the error Eh = Vh - Vi:. From (7.7)-(7.9), we see that Eh satisfies the discrete
system:
AiEi,h = POi,rEr,h,

(7.10)

{

JOT

i = 1,2,

T Er,h - E1,hlr- - E 2,hlr+ = h26r,

where
6r

(7.11)

U~,hlr- - U;,hlr+ )Ih'

=

Ir + (TUe,h -

=

Ir + (TUeh, - 2Ueh, )lh'

= Ir

T-21U'
r,h·
+ ---xr-

(7.10) implies that Eh can be viewed as the solution of the problem

LhEh = 6h(X, y) inn,

(7.12)

{ Eh = 0

onan,

where

6r, onf

(7.13)

6h(X, y) =

{ 0,

otherwise.

Thus, from standard analysis by viewing Oh(X, y) as a finite element function defined
on n, we immediately have

(7.14)
In the one-dimensional case, observing that

olr = Jr, we have from

(7.14)

(7.15)
where Ir is simply the value of I at the interface point. Therefore, using the classic
error estimate for Vh - u, we have:

I!Uk - uIIH'(O) S IIEhIIH'(oj + IlVh - uIIH'!Oj
(7.16)

S Ch'/'l/rl + hilullll,!oj'
In the two-dimensional case, notice that in (7.11),

(1' - 2J)lh' = [-1,2,
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-ll/h' =' -D;,

which is the central divided difference of _8 2 / 8x 2 • Thus,

(7.17)
Recall from (7_6) and (3.5) that

UF..

= (I - M)-lG

(7.18)

Also notice that D;y, M and Ail can be expressed as functions ofT and are therefore
commutable. Thus,

This implies that W h can be viewed as the solution of the same type of problem
(7.7)-(7_8) with right hand side functions D;y/; on OJ. Therefore,

So, similar to (7.16), we have

(7.21)

IlUh - uIIH'(Oj

S; Ch'/'(IIfIIL'(rj

+ liB'f /By'IIL'(oj) + hlluIIH'(oj'

We observe that the error estimates (7.16) and (7.21) are not optimal compared to
the standard global discretization. For the Schwarz splitting method with the Robin
transmission condition, a modification on the discrete version of Robin condition was
recently suggested in [5] to make Uk = Vh. It is not clear how this can be extended to
general cases. On the other hand, the modification on the boundary condition causes
changes to standard local solvers, which is not suitable for software integration.
B. Preconditioning. We have discussed convergence and approximation for the
interface relaxation approach. From the model problem analysis, we see that the
convergence rate depends on h. Therefore, preconditioning is necessary to further
improve the relaxation speed. We can view the relaxation procedure as a fixed-point
iteration applied to the interface equation (7.6) which plays a similar role as the
Schur complement matrix in the substructure approach. It can also be viewed as the
Richardson iteration,

(8.1 )
where Ttl is the residual and On is the iteration parameter corresponding to (3_1). One
can accelerate the iteration by selecting an optimal parameter like what we did in
Section 4. But the optimal convergence rate is determined by the condition number of
J - M. This condition number is of the order of h- l like that of the Schur complement.
If one can Hnd a preconditioner P such that
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(8.2)

cond(P-'(I - M)) " C,

then, the preconditioned llichardson iteration

(8.3)
will converge at an h-independent rate. For the model problem, such a preconditioner
can be easily constructed and implemented by the rational approximation approach
[11]. Recall that 1- M can be expressed as a function of T:

(8.4)

1- M = q(T).

As shown in (ll], one can construct a simple rational function

(8.5)

P

( x) = ax

+b

ex + d'

such that P = peT) satisfies (8.2). The implementation of p-l is then simply a
tridiagonal solver and a matrix multiplication. The effect of preconditioning on the
relaxation is merely to modify (3.1) by applying p-l to the residual gil and then
computing bij+I. All these are simple interface operations in the relaxer. Therefore,
the interface relaxation approach is competitive with any other methods for model
problems.
For general cases where the rational preconditioning is not applicable, we propose
to use multilevel preconditioning. Like the pointwise relaxation methods, the interface
relaxation also works like a smoother for the interface equation (7.6) and damps the
high frequency modes of the error on the interfaces. Therefore, after a few steps of
Interface relaxation such that the error becomes smooth on the current grid level, we
transfer to a coarser level to damp the lower frequency modes of the error. A simple
V-cycle, two-level interface relaxation procedure is described as follows.
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Algorithm
(1) Solve (2.4) on the current level for {Urh} with given {bij,h}i
(2) Compute residual gij,h on the current level;

.
bn+l!2
(3) R eIaxa, Ion:
"h
'],

:;::;

bn··h
+l/ 2 :;::; bn··h+w"g··h·
n
]',
'],
"'], '

n+I !2
..
bij,H
( 'I') RestnctlOn;

:;::;

n+1!2
RH
h bij,h
i

(6) Compute residual g0~~!2 on the coarse levelj
2
[h n+l/2
· : g n+t/
( 7) InterpoIatlon
.. h
:;::; Hg,." ,H ;
'],

·
face d ata: bn"h:;::;
+,
bn··h:;::;
+,
bn··h
+l!2 +w"g··h
n+l!2 .
(8) U pate
d
t h e mter
'],
]',
I],
"
'],
The W-cycle and multilevel versions can be similarly formulated as usuaL The advantage of multilevel preconditioning is that it does not explicitly rely on a preconditioner.
This is especially suitable for complicated applications.
4. Conclusions. We have presented a unified interface relaxation framework for
building PSEs through software integration and implementing various domain decomposition methods for composite PDEs. A new class ofrelaxers is described which can
handle very complicated interface conditions. Convergence analyses, error estimates
and preconditioning strategies are also presented. The interface relaxation approach is
competitive with other domain decomposition methods for model problems. However,
it is applicable to complicated composite PDEs and more suitable for software integration and distributed computing. Numerical experiments with interface relaxation
are also promising.
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